JOHNS HOPKINS BADLY BEATEN. ITS FOOT-BALL TEAM DEFEATED BY THE PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY BOYS.

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 10.—The ground at Recreation Park today was wet and muddy, the sky lowered ominously over head, and the crowd that gathered to witness the long-contemplated foot-ball-match between the Pennsylvania University eleven and the Johns Hopkins team, from Baltimore, was dishearteningly small; but the game was played, and the Pennsylvanias succeeded in "downing" the Baltimore team even more signally than they beat the Lafayette kickers on the same grounds two weeks ago. At that game Lafayette retired from the field with only 4 points to their credit, while the Pennsylvania claimed 44. Today the Johns Hopkins fared even worse, and the match closed without a single point having been accorded to the visitors. The kickers of both teams got into the field a little before 3 o'clock. Pennsylvania wore the red and purple varsity colors and Baltimore sported the Johns Hopkins blue and white. The names and positions of the men were as follows:


Referee—J. Todd, of Princeton.

The revised Rugby rules governed the game. A goal from touch-downs counted 6 points, field goals 2 points, and touch-downs 2 points, and safety touch-downs 1 point for the opposing team. The game was divided into two innings of 30 minutes each. The crowd was devoid of enthusiasm, and Beck was the only man whose performance was greeted with the ringing cheers of the "varsity" boys. The match ended with a score of 30 to 0 for Pennsylvania, who scored three touch-down goals, 18; one field goal, 5; three touch-downs, 6, and one safety, 1.